
How to Create a Divi Gallery  

Prepare your pictures for uploading to Media and then follow the steps below to add a new Gallery.   It 
is best to have all the pictures rotated to the correct view (not laying on its side) prior to uploading into 
Media.  The size of the pictures should also be approximately the same. 

 To add a new Gallery: 

1. Add Pictures to Media section in your Dashboard (or you can add them within the gallery 
module) 

2. Add Divi Gallery Module to a page OR clone/copy an existing Divi Gallery module and modify it  
3. Click on Update Gallery  

a. If cloning/copying an existing gallery, delete any pictures currently in the Gallery  
4. Click Add to Gallery and select the new pictures you want to add 
5. Click Update gallery (bottom right) 
6. Set the “Image Count” to be the number of pictures you want to see on the page for that 

gallery.  The default is 4.   
a. I suggest using multiples of 4 for example 4, 8, 12 etc.  or more if you want all your 

pictures to show. 
b. On a normal computer 12 would be three rows of 4 pictures and if more pictures are in 

your gallery you will need pagination turned on to see the page numbers so viewers can 
navigate pages. 

7. Set Show title and Caption on/off (user preference)  
8. Set Show Pagination on/off Modify Admin Label at the bottom of the Gallery Module Settings 

window (we strongly suggest leaving Pagination set to Yes) 
9. Update Admin Label to identify what is in the Gallery 
10. Click Save and Exit 
11. Click “Preview Changes” instead of just publishing to view your new gallery and see if it is how 

you want it to look. 
12. Once happy with Preview click Publish or Update to save the changes to the page/post 

 Note: It is best to have all horizontal (landscape) or all vertical (portrait) pictures in a gallery as they 
view better.  If you have several Portrait (vertical) pictures and only a few Landscape (horizontal) I would 
suggest grouping the landscape together and moved to the end of that gallery.  It throws the view of the 
row off if they are mixed in together. 
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